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Sending Porn Emails We've seen lots of cases of employers punishing workers for being goofs on the Internet. But I've always
wondered: what happens when the goof-on is a sexy or otherwise compromising photo? Not an overtly sex-themed picture, mind

you. Rather, something like a "selfie" or a night-at-the-movies shot of one's own sweet little self. Does such a picture get you
fired? Well, apparently, in at least one company in New Jersey, the answer is yes. A worker in a telecom company has been
fired after being caught sending a number of porn emails in his email account. The man who works as a salesman had been

suspended after it was found that he sent pornographic emails to other workers, but while the suspension was being lifted, he
was found to have sent multiple emails containing hardcore pornography. [Source: News 24.com] Earlier this year, new Jersey
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Governor Chris Christie signed the "selfie" bill which made it legal to take pictures of yourself and put them on your Facebook
page, but no such law exists in the UK. Which means that your cheeks will likely remain visible for anyone who checks their

work email on the train, or in their underwear, or next to their computer screen in a pub. Tags: About Steve O'Hear Steve
O'Hear is a technology journalist based in London who loves anything to do with Apple, Google and social media. He writes
regularly for The Guardian, The Times, CNN, ZDNet, CNET, Macworld, Networld and Test Track, as well as visiting other

sites that are less reputable. a well-known producer of ball bearings, as well as an active competitor, was allegedly targeted by a
large oil company with the goal of sabotaging a ball bearing assembly line, according to court documents obtained by The Indian
Express. A comment that was posted to a Facebook post that included a photo of a truck being pelted with stones in the village

of Sangam, Jammu and Kashmir on October 15, 2017 82157476af
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